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THE SPONTANEOUS IGNITION OF DIESEL l’UI!LSIN BOMBS*

By M. N. Michailova and ii. B. Neumann

During recent years, high-speed diesel engines, re-
quiring special fuels, have come into wider and wider use.
Simultaneously the problem of working out a standard meth-
od of testing and evaluating fuels has become more urgent.

Boerlage and 3roeze (reference 1) suegested compari-
ng the fuel with a mixture of two hy~rocarbons - l_methYl
naphthalene ant cetene , the former igniting with difficul-
ty, the latter, with ease.

In order to make a comparison it is necessary to se-
lect a mixture of these two hyfirocarbons so as to qive, in
a specially constructed d~ esel eneine, a performance equal
to that of the fuel under test. The concentration of the
cetene in the mixture is then expressed in percentage and
is known as the IIcetene number” of the fuel.

Standard engines for these tests are sold by the
Waukesha company in the United States. Yovever , on account
of the expense of these engines and the complexity of the
experimentation require~ with them, an attempt has been
made to evaluate diesel fuels by means of a laboratory
test. This attempt was directed along two lines:

1) The determination of IIdiesel indices!! or IIind.ices
of combustion” froin the fundamental physioc-
hemical constants of the fuel, and

2) The testing of fuels in bombs.

Moore and Kaye (reference 2) , Becker and Fischer
(reference 3) , Butler (reference 4) , Heinze a,nd liarder
(reference 5) , and others followed the first alternative
— —.—.— -—

*Communicated by N. N. Semanov, Member of the Aca3emy,
ihiarch20. 1935. Comptes Rendus (hokla,dy) de liAcademie
des Sciences de llURSS, 1936; vol. II (XI), no. 4 (90).
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and suggested diesel indices calculated from the specific
gravity, viscosity, aniline Vumber, boiling point, para-

cnor, refractive index, etc.

Melkumov (reference 6) showed that the qualities of
a number of ‘diesel fuels used in the USSR could be correct-
ly estimated by such calculations. However, the method of
diesel indices does not give the cetene number with suffi-
cient accuracy anfl in some cases even gives qualitatively
misleading results.

A number of authors, including Hartner-Seberich (ref-
erence 7) , Bridgeman and Marvin (reference 8), Helmore and
Code Holland (reference 9), and Wentzel (reference 10) have
conducted work on the standardization of fuels in bombs,
but no positive results were obtained, chiefly due to the
fact that the tests were made at pressures anfl temperatures
which were too low as compared with those occurring at the
top of the compression stroke in a diesel engine, Ka.ulin,
Neumann, and Serbinov (reference 11) have shown that diesel
fuels may be gaged by the induction period preceding spon-
taneous ignition in a heated bomb. In this case the fuels
fall into the same order as that found on the cetene scale
determined with a ~Vaukesha engine. The authors compared
the given diesel fuel with mixtures of cetene and mesity-
lene and it was fount that the resulting cetene number ob-
tained in bombs was in general 5 to 10 units lower than
that obtained in tests with the stanflard engine. For this
reason the authors suggested the term “conditional cetene
scale” for their scale.

Since the calibrating fuels used in the engine tests
are cetene and l-methyl naphthalene, it was very necessary
to carry out tests with these hyiirocarbons in a bomb and
to establish a new cetene scale on the lasis of the results
obtained:

These results are reported in the present paper where
a comparison is made between the scale obtained wi-th mix-
tures of cetene and l-methyl naphthalene in a bomb, and
that obtained with the same fuels in a Waukesha engine.
The tests were conducted in a metal bomb heated by a Ni-
chrome spiral. The fuel was injected into the bomb from
a Bosch jet by means of a specially constructed plunger
pump .

The instant of injection anfl the pressure curve in
the bomb were registere3 by a beam of light which was re-
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fleeted from. a rni:rro’rconriected,t,o the needle of the jet
and to a membrane indicator. Th,e diagram traced by the
latter gave ,the induction peri.od’.’r which c-orresponas to
the time interval between injection and spontaneous ieni-
.tion,.,,.andwhich is necessary for the physical (evapora-
tion) and chemical” prepara,tion of the fuel.

All the tests were made with constant se.tti-ngs of
the jet and Pimp which gave an injection of approximately
80 mg of fuel each time. This quantity of fuel. ,corre- ‘
spends to a coefficient of”‘excess air a of about 1.7 at
an, air pressure of .21 atm. , which was sufficient for com-
plet,e ,combus.tion. .The induction periods. .obtained during
the combustion” of mixtures of cetene and mesitylene, and
of c’etene .anfll-methyl naphthalene are given in tables I
ani II.

It is clear from these figures that the induction
period of mesitylene”is much less than that of l-methyl
naphthalene. Since the ‘Iconiitional cetene scale” was
founded on results obtained with cetene and mesitylene,
while cetene “and l-i~ethyl napnthalene ini.xtures were used
in obtaining t-he s.ca.lewith tile engine, the difference be-
tween the two s,cales”is understandable.

In constructiilz both tne conditional and the cetene
scales we tried a.s far as pos~ible to keep the pressure
anti temperature near to those whicn are kxiown to exist in
an engine at the end of the compression stroke. The stand-
ard values chosen with this end in view ~~ere p = 21 atm.
and T= 580°2.

The pressures and temperatures at the” end of the
compression stroke in molern hign-spee’i diesel engines
with a. compression ratio of 11 to 14 range between 20 and”
35 atm. and 450 to 5150 C. , respectively. Since the tem-
perature of the walls of the bomb was i25° C.higher than
the average temperature of enclose~ air, the temperatures
quoted above correspon~ to wall temperatures of 575 to
6400 c. #.,.#

It was established in a series of experiments that
the effect on the inflection periol of small pressure and
temperature changes, whit-n is so .markel below 550° a.nfl20
atm. , disappears almost completely at pressures and tem-
peratures above these values. Th?ls the conditions chosen,
namely p = 21 atm. and T= 58Go Z., for the construction
of the cetene scale correspond completely to t-nose obtain-
ing in a diesel engine at tha end of the compression
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stroke. A part of the cetene scale is represented in the
figure. The circles correspond to the inflection periods
of the mixtures investiga.t”ed. It appears from this curve
that with low .cetene numbers the induction period T de-
pends very strongly on thecetene number, ”while””when the
latter is greater than 50 the changes in” T are insignif-
icant .

In order to determine the cetene numbers of various
Iiesel fuels a number of experiments mere made, the results
of which are given in table 111.

It is clear from this table that at temperatures above
5800 Grosnensky gas oil; Surakhansky gas oil anl Kara-
Chukhursky solyar have the smallest induction periods. Next
in order of increasing induction period come export gas oil
Binagadinsky solyar, light anl heavy Balakhansky solyars.
At lower temperatures this order is changed. and this ex-
plains the lack of success obtained in previous attempts at
standardizing diesel fuels i’n bombs.

Theinduction periods of these fuels are given on the
cetene scale and from. this their cetene numbers have been
determined. The induction periods and cetene numbers of
these fuels determined with a Waukesha engi-ne and in a bomb
are compared in table IV. From this table it is clear that
the cetene numbers determined according to the method de-
scribed agree within the limits of experiiaental error with
those measured by means of a Wa.ukesha eilgine.

.

— . ...-—-. —. . . ,—. . . .. , , , .,...
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TABLE I
,.

Induction Feriods during the spontaneous Ignition of “
Mixtures of Cetene and Mesitylene at p = 21 atm.

— —. .—. —— .

Induction period in milliseconds
Temp ~ -
Oc.

‘ ,

10° p,~::qp,?~p:c

I %:y:.
percent
cetene

—.
610 3.1 3.5
600 3 .,2 3.6 5:0 8:7 20:9
590 3.3 3.65 5.1 8.8 22.0
580 3.5 3.7 5.3 9.0 23.0
57’0 3.7 4.0 5.4 9.3 I 24.5
560 3.9 4.2 5.6 9.6 I 26.0
540 4.3 5.0 ‘7.0

I ;;::
.-

530 4.7 6.1 7.4 --
520 5.1 8.0 8.8 -- --
510 5.3 9.5 10.6 I -- —-
500 6.5 12.0 13.0 ! -- --

TA3LE II

Inflection Ferio3s during the Spontaneous Ignition of Mix-
tures of Cetene andl-ltiethyl i~aphthalene at p = 21 atm.

——— .——— . __ _____
., Induction period in milliseconds

‘::P. +;~-
0. I

--t

percent
cetene.— -

600 3:
590 3.3
580 3.5
5i’o 3.7
560 3.9
540 4.3
530 4.?
520 6.1
505

-———-—— -—’-

66 50 i 33
percent ‘

l-methyl
percent ~ percent naphthalene

cetene cetene , cetene—— _T__..–_v–.-v —— .—

3.9 , 4*5 ~ 11.1
4.0 6.0 \ 11.6
4.8 6.8 12.0
4.9 6.9 14.3
5.15 7.0 15.5
6.7 8 06i 8“3 25.0
7.4 31.2
8.9 13;1 71.6

11.5 16.9 --

38.0
34.3
43.0
58.5
80.8

124.0
--
--
--
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TABLE III

T°C

—.

m
600
590
580
570
56’0
550
540
530
520
510
500

,.,

The Influence of Temperature on the Induction Period
Preceding the Ignition of Diesel Fuels at p = 21 atm.

—.-—
Induction meriod in milliseconds

——
Heavy Li@t-
Ila.lakh.Balakk..
solyar solyar

I

——, —.

7,7
g.o ;:6
~T3 6.65

678*5 (g
9.2
9.7 7:0
10.2 --
lo,g 7.5
11.4 Tog
12.1 Z1.1
12.9 8.4

_13fl9 8.7

—_____

Binaga-
itinsky
solyar
-.—_-

(5*2

~*3
6.4
f5*5
7.0
7.4
.-

8*3
8.7
9.2
--
10.5

Fuel

—— ——

1.

::
4.
59
6.
7.
8.

Heavy Balakh. solyar
Light Balakh. solyar
Binagadin solyar
Mixture of sGlyars
Gas oil exp.
Kara–Ch&h-ur solyar
Surakhansky gas oil
Gronznensky gas oil

——

Mixture
of

solyars

5.4
5.6
5.8
C,*O

~’.3
C.6
~.o
7*7
8.4
9.5
11.0
13.()

————
Gas oil—

f’ordiesel
test run

--
--
. .

R
~.2
12.9
23.1

--
--
--
--

!

MELE IV

— .—..

Induction
period at
p= 21 atm(
T = 530°C

.— ..——

—.——
Kara-
3huikhu1
solyar

4,5

;:55
4.6
--
5,0
5.3
5.5
5*9
6.5
7.h

9.7

—

Surakh.
gas oil
—.

4.2
4*25
4.3
4.4
~o~
4.7
4.9
5.?
--
6..1

7:;

-.——.

!lrozn.
;as oil

-.

3*9
4.1
4.2
5.1
6.1
7=5
--
—-
--
--
--

Experiments in ~Experime~s with
laWaukesha enginea bomb

——.— ... -_-.+..-––_~_.- .
ConditionallCetelle
cetene Cetene number
number number

--+—--+———————

;; k ‘ 40
qo ‘ 4g.5

42 52 53
44

l~;~ 53
52 65.5
57 171~ 71.5
60 J 74 I ;;
64 1781

II ..-—,—.
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